
Next steps on back

Flap AFlap B

                3. Put it on the table so
                   the folded edge is
furthest away om you. Fold the folded
edge so that it goes along that fold
line in the middle. It will make a triangle.

If you get stuck,
scan this QR code
for a helpful video 2. Great! Fold it in half again,

   then unfold it so there is a
   fold line in the middle.

1. Start with an ordinary
  sheet of paper, any colour
  will do. Fold it in half.

Join us this Chrisas for adventures in Neverland!
Help us create our Neverland world by making a pirate
ship promise. Simply follow these instrucons and write
your Pirate Promise on the sail of the ship. Then bring
your ship to MAST Mayower Studios to be part of
our Neverland exhibion.
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11. Write your Pirate Promise on the sail and don’t forget to add your name.
   Find out more about Neverland by vistng mayowerstudios.org.uk

10. Keep pulling and atten
    the sides unl you have a pirate ship.
    Ooh Arrr!

9. Pull the o points away
   om each other. Like this.

8. Pull the sides out, push the
   ends in and atten it, like you
   did in stage 6.

(Put your ngers inside to open it up a bit.
 It looks like a smaller hat)Connued

7. It should look like this.
  Fold the bottom point
  up along the line C, you
  can guess this a bit.

                                                  Turn the whole thing over
                                                   and fold the other side
                                                                                                     up so it matches. 

6. It looks a bit like a hat.
  Hold the sides and pull it open so that it goes at.

(Push your ngers
 in to open it up a bit)

5. Turn the whole thing over and fold ap B up so that
   it matches ap A. Super!

4. Smashing! Fold the top ap (A) up over the triangle bits…
   only ap A, leave the other ap (B) on the table.
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